Classic Braided Rug
Miniature braided rugs have been made with embroidery floss for decades. There are several ways to make
them; we used the tutorial by Natalia Frank as inspiration for our method.

Needs
• Six strand embroidery floss, solid or varigated
• Clip board
• Floss clips or bobbins
• Cardboard about 5” by 7” (or glass)
• Masking tape
• Scotch brand 2-sided tape
• Tacky glue
• Lightweight fusible interfacing

Prepare at least 3 bobbins
with about 6’ of floss. The
bobbins can be cardboard
or commercially made.
Knot the loose ends of 3
strands. Attach the knot
to a clipboard and begin
braiding.

Cut the fusible a little
larger than the rug. Lay
the fusible side onto the
rug and iron for 12 to 15
seconds.

Prepare cardboard or
glass base by laying the
2-sided tape in closely
placed rows. Begin the
center row by sticking 1 to
1.5” of your braid. Lay the
braid in close concentric
rows with the knot on the
top of the ajacent rows.

Once cool, carefully pull
the rug from the tape.

To add contrast rows, use
varigated floss (match
the colors in the strands
of floss). Another option
is to cut one strand and
tie on a new color with a
square knot.

Trim the fusible close to
the edge of the rug. Iron
again on each side.

Once the rug is the desired size, apply Tacky under each knot, trim off the
knot and smooth down.
Also use Tacky to smooth
the end of the braid to the
adjacent row.

Enjoy this style rug, or
change it up to suit your
decor. Placing the braid in
horizontal rows, fixing the
ends with a tiny zig-zag
stitch and fringing the
ends gives a more modern
look.
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